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Abstract—The smart cities of future need to have a robust
and scalable video surveillance infrastructure. In addition it
may also make use of citizen contributed video feeds, images
and sound clips for surveillance purposes. Multimedia data from
various sources need to be stored in large scalable data stores
for compulsory retention period, on-line, off-line analytics and
archival. Multimedia feeds related to surveillance are voluminous
and varied in nature. Apart from large multimedia files, events
detected using video analytics and associated metadata needs to
be stored. The underlying data storage infrastructure therefore
needs to be designed for mainly continuous streaming writes from
video cameras and some variety in terms of I/O sizes, read-
write mix, random vs. sequential access. As of now, the video
surveillance storage domain is mostly dominated by iSCSI based
storage systems. Cloud based storage is also provided by some
vendors. Taking in account the need for scalability, reliability
and data center cost minimization, it is worth investigating if
large scale video surveillance backend can be integrated to the
open source cloud based data stores available in the ”big data”
trend. We developed a multimedia surveillance backend system
architecture based on the Sensor Web Enablement framework
and cloud based ”key-value” stores. Our framework gets data
from camera/ edge device simulators, splits media files and
metadata and stores those in a segregated way in cloud based
data stores hosted on Amazons EC2. We have benchmarked
performances of a few cloud based key-value stores under
large scale video surveillance workload and demonstrated that
those perform satisfactorily, bringing in inherent scalability and
reliability of a cloud based storage system to a video surveillance
system for a smart safe city. With a case study of the storage of
video surveillance system, we show in this paper that with the
availability of several cloud based distributed data stores and
benchmarking tools, an application’s data management needs
can be served using hybrid cloud based data stores and selection
of such stores can be facilitated using benchmark tools if the
application workload characteristics are known.

Index Terms—Cloud database; benchmarking; ycsb; city
surveillance; smart city

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrated safety and security will be an important use case
for smart cities of future. Video Surveillance infrastructure
has proven effective for securing several premises, events and
city services and there are several case studies available from
leading video surveillance system vendors and in the web. An
example is [12].

A smart city will have network of sensors forming an
intelligent infrastructure for smart living. A citywide video
surveillance infrastructure will be comprised of large number

of cameras. Though the video surveillance market is still dom-
inated by analog CCTV cameras, most of the new age smart
cameras are HD capable. Video surveillance being a matured
field in terms of deployment and technology, most of the
new age cameras are smart enough to embed basic analytics
algorithms, identify busy and idle scenes and thereby control
transmission. Due to the large geographical area covered, the
topology of such a deployment will be tiered with edge devices
aggregating and compacting feeds from several cameras using
in built or plugged in analytics algorithm. Future deployment
of citywide video surveillance will also benefit from alliances
and standards like ONVIF [2], which is one of the ways to
bring in the federated approach which is one of the ways
to brings in the federated approach [14] while dealing with
a very large scale deployment of video surveillance. Added
to this, inclusion of feeds from private deployments can be
augmented for securing cities [9]. Like other sensor based
services of a smart city, video surveillance too will generate
huge volume of data in form of event metadata and multimedia
streams.

A video surveillance video and metadata storage system will
typically have access pattern or workload comprising mostly
continuous streaming writes from the camera or aggregator
edge devices/ NVRs. Considering a city with ten thousand
plus cameras, in an abnormal scenario like post or ongoing
terrorist attack, gang fight, crime or other incidents severe in
nature, there will be high information retrieval load from the
city control rooms. These includes but are not limited to replay
scenes, backward play, face detection and matching with
known criminal databases and several other spatial, temporal,
analytics based queries and combinations thereof. Thus the
underlying data storage infrastructure for handling the high
volume of data for particularly video surveillance therefore
needs to be designed for ingesting mainly continuous stream-
ing writes from video cameras and some variety in terms of
I/O sizes, read-write mix for metadata based searching and
retrieval. In this work we proposed a hybrid cloud based
storage framework for city scale surveillance with the service
scenario, the system architecture, and the experimental result.

Cloud based stores can support storage of huge volume of
data. Moreover such stores allow elastic scaling for handling
unforeseen load. The challenge is to understand how partic-
ular cloud store or hybrid cloud storage architecture suits a
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particular application’s needs. This suitability analysis can be
done based on how the records are stored (row-column, key-
value, documents), how data is distributed over the network
(load distribution), how fault tolerance is provided (replication,
redundancy) and I/O performance of the data store being
considered.

For our case study on smart city surveillance with respect
to data management for hybrid cloud-based data storage, we
have used cloud data stores deployed over the Amazon EC2
cloud infrastructure and tested those for insert/read latency and
throughput behavior during horizontal scaling, with a video
surveillance type workload using the YCSB tool [8]. For the
current work our objective was to verify that with an increase
in insert/read throughput, the latency remains under limits
as we increase the cluster size adding more EC2 instances,
under video surveillance workload pattern. In essence, we
benchmarked MongoDB [5] and Openstack Swift Object
store [6] with YCSB tool using a workload type which
we thought appropriate for video surveillance. The results of
benchmarking helped us in reinstating the objective of bringing
in inherent reliability and elastic scale-out capability to a video
surveillance backend storage system.

II. RELATED WORK

Video surveillance domain broadly deals with areas like
• Effective camera placement strategies
• Machine vision and video analytics
• Effective networking techniques to reduce WAN band-

width for deployment
• Schemes for storage and retrieval of event metadata and

media clips
• Display for live and stored video with overlaid informa-

tion
Our work falls under event and metadata storage and we will
review the prior art in this area. One of the pioneering works
in large scale video surveillance is IBM S3 [18]. Middleware
for Large Scale Surveillance (MILS) provides the data man-
agement and retrieval capability. It ingests web service based
event metadata and puts into the multimodal event database.
Web service based event query facility provides event brows-
ing, searching, pattern detection etc. several services. The main
highlights of S3 is its openness i.e. capability to integrate
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) and extensibility i.e. the
internal structures allow its functionality to be extended over
a period of time. The research paper that we cited here
does not provide any statistics in these perspectives but it
is a fact that IBM S3 has been successful in many large
deployment scenarios. Our work, integrating the SOS from
52 ◦North, also provides arbitrary scalability not only in terms
of number of video cameras but integration capability of
several other sensors like mobile phones, microphones in a
smart city participatory sensing environment. The pluggable
media database allows us to use leading NoSQL data stores
of big data era.

Another work worth describing here is [11] where the
authors provide a web based system that integrates video,
audio and image processing to generate and store events
following a Youtube.com model with event and event pattern
detection based on Finite state machines. The web based
interface provides different views based on sensors, events and
system functionality and the architecture of the web system
facilitates extensibility and scalability. This work however,
focuses more on the event detection schemes and does not
provide results related to the scalability and reliability of the
system.

ONVIF is a standard that facilitates interoperability between
networked video surveillance components. For a nutshell view
one can refer to this excellent chapter [15]. As discussed ear-
lier, for a successful citywide deployment of video surveillance
a federated win-win approach is necessary between partners.
ONVIF is a step towards that. ONVIF has defined several
device types like Network Video Transmitters (NVRs and
edge devices), Network video Analytics (NVA) device for the
analytics service, Network Video Storage device (recording,
retrieval of media tracks and metadata) and the Network
Video Display (NVD) device for complex display services.
Our system is loosely modeled on the Network Video Storage
(NVS) system of ONVIF ecosystem [1]. ONVIF does not
dictate the internals of a NVS system per say, as long as
the service exposed are compatible. We, in this work, looked
into the internals of a reliable, highly scalable architecture
for video surveillance data storage and retrieval, integrating
several openly available components. Now let us move into
some research works done on the strategies of storing BLOB
in database systems. [17] Analyzes how BLOB data is stored
in Databases and file systems. Proposing database scheme for
storing external large objects a Scheme with Reference Tokens
and a database scheme for storing internal large objects a
Scheme with Key Tokens the authors provide a performance
analysis for Select-dominant and Insert/Update-dominant ap-
plications. It also provides some examples of database and
application tuning to gain large performance improvement for
storing BLOBs. The MSR and UCB paper [16] provides a
pinpointed analysis between SQL server and NTFS demon-
strating that if the objects are under 256 kilobytes, SQL server
performs much better whereas over 1 MB NTFS performs
better for a uniform read-write based workload. It also states
that NTFS handles fragmentation more effectively overtime
with large objects and the performance of storage/retrieval of
file with size between 256Kb and 1MB depends on age of the
system. Fortunately, when we started our study, several key-
value stores engineered for effective storage of BLOBs were
already in vogue. An excellent study on these data stores is
presented in [3] from where we did our initial analysis to find
suitable data stores for scalable and reliable surveillance data
handling. This study introduces, compares and summarizes the
key-value stores, document stores, extensible record stores and
scalable relational stores. It also provides certain examples,
guidelines and predictions in this field. There are also several
patents in video surveillance area, which present and protect
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video surveillance system designs. One patent document [10]
claims a method for receiving video data from IP cameras,
detect events and generate metadata, store metadata in same
or different physical hardware indexed by timestamp and
date of the video data. It specifically says that a pointer
to the video data is stored in the metadata. To handle the
large volume of data problem it proposes hierarchical storage
with old, unused moved out to slower storage mediums i.e.
applying information lifecycle management. Regarding storage
the patent claims that data can be stored on hard disk, optical
disk, magnetic disk, flash memory, tape memory, RAID array,
NAS, SAN and any other physical and virtual storage media.
Our work is primarily targeted for finding suitable cloud based
data stores that provided arbitrary scalability and reliability
required for large data handling, running on cheap commodity
hardware. We do benchmarking of such stores using stan-
dard tools for workloads matching target application access
patterns. The storage of data with different characteristics in
different kinds of storage is obvious and in our case we link
the media URI to SOS Observation and Measurement (O &
M) results.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
A. Sharding in MongoDB

Shards and sharding: Sharding is a technique for segregating
the rows of a database in different sets based on one or
more criteria. These different sets of rows may reside in same
or different servers, even different geographical locations.
Effective sharding brings in distribution of the load on the
database; increases insert and retrieve performance for the
inherent parallelism and query co-location (Query from a user
located in a particular geographical location will be served
by the nearest server). However, it brings in high complexity
in terms of maintaining the shard information, backup and
failover management and effective query handling.

Auto sharding or automatic sharding support: If a database
supports auto sharding, it should take care of the complexities
associated with the enabling of sharding such that the user only
has to specify the field(s) based on which the row distribution
will happen. The user only ensures that the fields have uniform
distribution in terms of their values so that the row distribution
across shards is also balanced. The details of sharding and auto
sharding are available in a concise form in [7].

MongoDB supports auto sharding. For realizing elastic
scale-out, MongoDB uses a key based segregation of data to
be stored in different storage nodes. This sharding of data is
automatic, based on the key (field value) provided. For media
data, in the video surveillance framework, we had to generate
random keys (URI) for each BLOB file. For benchmarking
using the YCSB tool we had to make some changes in
the YCSB core workload generation module. The database
access functions in the YCSB tool uses a unique key for each
document (row equivalent in MongoDB). In the current YCSB
core workload the key was a character string type variable
based on which automatic sharding was not possible in the
MongoDB. Thus we modified the code to generate equivalent

key in long integer format and as the key was generated
randomly with value in a certain range, the document insert
was also well distributed.

B. Background

Media files and corresponding metadata usually shows
different characteristics in terms of insert and retrieval per-
formance, size and hence, are usually stored in different
storage systems. Event metadata for video surveillance is
usually stored using well defined schema as complex joins
are expected for temporal, spatial and combination queries
for event searching. On the other hand, media clips can be
stored in a flat name space KV store with its key placed in
the metadata. In the current work we tried to build a video
surveillance backend that has interface to a scalable storage
for both media files and metadata. After analyzing feeds from
real video surveillance camera and several datasheets from
leading vendors it was observed that the size of H.264 encoded
video data per hour / per camera varies between 60-120 MB
depending on camera resolution, location, activity and scene.
Hourly videos are important for implementing continuous 24/7
type of recording. On the other hand, typical event clips can be
of duration less than 3 minutes, 5-15 MB in size and there can
be many such events in a day. The media database thus, needs
to handle both clips and hourly recordings. For media file
storage we used Openstack Swift Object store and MongoDB.
The Object Store distributes data evenly throughout system, is
scalable to multiple petabytes, supports billions of objects, has
security with account based authentication, does replication
and can run on standard commodity hardware (RAID not
required). As of now, in the simplest implementation, we just
stored the BLOB file pointed by a URI in the metadata. Swift
provides key based access for locating BLOB files and also
has containers (namespaces containing several BLOB files)
and added metadata for files.

We have used MongoDB for storing both our media files
and metadata as another option. For realizing elastic scale-
out, MongoDB uses a key based segregation of data to be
stored in different storage nodes. This sharding of data is
automatic, based on the key range provided. For media data, in
the video surveillance framework, we had to generate random
keys (URI) for each BLOB file.

For the metadata part we have used Sensor Observation
Services (SOS) [4] from 52 ◦North. It is an already a scalable
framework where different sensors can register and insert
observations. The backend storage for SOS that we used
was based on PostgreSQL with PostGIS support. To make
it scalable techniques like logical division of event data based
on keys. To make the underlying storage layer of the SOS
arbitrarily scalable, we have written a data access layer over
MongoDB for SOS. MongoDB was chosen here as it had geo-
spatial support, required for video surveillance events stored
as SOS observation. As we used MongoDB for the metadata
part we opted for MongoDB to store media files too, to keep
a single database, facilitating maintainability. However, it is
not important here to claim that Openstack Objectstore or
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MongoDB is the best choice, our goal here was to show
that cloud serving and key-value stores can be used for a
particular smart city application (video surveillance storage)
and the storage components may be benchmarked based on
expected workload, access patterns and data sizes for their
fitment to the particular application.

1) Architecture Overview:
• We developed the video surveillance backend system

based on the 52 ◦North Software Web Enablement
(SWE) framework and Sensor Observation Services
(SOS) [4] for event metadata operations and a plug-in
interface for a scalable Key-value (KV) store to store the
event multimedia clips. For functionality testing, at the
frontend we developed an edge/camera simulator client
that is a capable of uploading events and associated mul-
timedia clips/ continuous media streams to the backend.
The simulator client uses VIRAT 1.0 [13] dataset and
event XML metadata generated from the VIRAT dataset
annotations. The VIRAT dataset is a large-scale real
world surveillance video dataset containing diverse exam-
ples of multiple types of complex visual events. With the
simulator we were able to test the backend storage system
functionality and benchmarking using video surveillance
workload pattern in Amazon EC2 cloud, provided inputs
related to scalability.

• Interface to the backend system to the NVR/edge devices
was based on web service. The edge device uploads
events in form of XML files and associated media clips
via web service calls. Continuous 24/7 recordings are
done by backend system pulling video from a RTSP
server in camera/edge device.

• The backend system and the interface are inspired by the
ONVIF2.0 NVS device, though it is not fully conformant
to that standard. However the overall system, represented
in Fig. 1 shows an ONVIF interface too, which is being
developed as a separate project.

• Initially sensor (camera, audio device, mobile phone) dis-
covery and registration is done as per the SOS framework
using sensor modeling language (SensorML).

• Once a camera/simulator client registers to the SOS
database, it can post observation via the web service inter-
face. The video surveillance storage backend application
exposes a set of web services.

• The web layer scalability was handled using standard
Apache tomcat cluster configurations for high availability
and scalability.

• Event and metadata streams received from the clients
(NVR, simulator client) via web service handler are split
into media clips and metadata information as depicted in
Fig. the backend application, which then stores the media
file in the key-value store through an abstraction layer. An
URI for the media file is generated in the process. Event
metadata in XML is transformed to SOS XML format
using XSLT transform and the media URI(s) is embedded
within SOS O&M observations.

• SOS XML is posted to SOS servlet that stores it in

the SOS database via a Data Access Object (DAO)
layer. Fig. 3 shows this and the similar process followed
for realizing sensor registration and query interfaces.
For query, the client calls web service with XML file
containing fields to be filled by SOS, which returns XML
and/or the media URI with the query results. Event XMLs
were generated from the VIRAT dataset annotation and
location information is added for implementing geospatial
queries. Also the events and objects of VIRAT dataset
are hosted as XML namespaces to disambiguate event
and object ontology and facilitate the integration of new
event, objects with ease. A sample of events, objects
modeled on VIRAT data and sensor URI are given in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The event metadata is stored in the
SOS Observation & Measurement framework as per Fig.
6. Events are stored in SOS using timestamp (insertion),
Feature of Interest (we used geo location information)
and can be searched using those and any Measurement
fields like temporal range, bounding box, polygon, event
type and combinations thereof. Some of the screenshots
of the actual system are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Fig. 1. The overview of proposed system

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
OBSERVATIONS

A. YCSB, Datastores and Amazon EC2 setup

Backend application servers, database clusters and YCSB
tool were all deployed over Amazon EC2 ubuntu 11.10
instances.

– YCSB ran on a large instance (m1.large). We added
4 workloads 95% write 5% read, 90% write 10%
read, 80% write 20% read, and 50% write 50% read.
As discussed earlier, the video surveillance workload
is mainly continuous streaming writes which may
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Fig. 2. Metadata and media data split

Fig. 3. Register, insert and get observation in SOS

Fig. 4. Sample Namespaces

Fig. 5. Sample Event XML

Fig. 6. Mapping for SOS O and M schema

Fig. 7. A sample query page in browser
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be depicted by 95/5 workload mix. Moderate reads
i.e., routine query for incidents in time and location
range can be depicted through 90/10 and 80/20
write/read mix. The 50/50 mix is targeted specifically
for abnormal scenarios where there is a high volume
of queries from city control rooms for a particular
incident.

– For metadata, record sizes used were 500 Bytes and
5KBytes. For media file record sizes were 5MB,
15MB, 60MB and 120MB. Record sizes were tuned
using fieldlength and fieldcount properties of YCSB

– We added new data store interface for Openstack
Objectstore (swift) to YCSB using its java API. Mon-
goDB was benchmarked using the YCSB supplied
database binding. All the tests were performed with
a single node setup of data stores. For multi-node
MongoDB 3 shards (large EC2 instance with EBS
backed storage), 1 config server (EC2 large instance)
and mongos router running in the same host as
YCSB. MongoDB was running with nojournal and
with safe-write disabled.

– As discussed in Proposed Architecture section, once
did the changes in the YCSB workload so that
the key generated was compatible for MongoDB
to automatically shard the database, we configured
MongoDB through the following steps:

∗ Three ’shard servers’ were started using large EC2
instance

∗ One ’config’ server was started using large EC2
instance

∗ The ’routers’ were started using large EC2 in-
stance adding the information about the config
server

Fig. 8. Sample results for query

∗ Shards were added to router specifying the IP
address of the three shard servers

∗ Finally both database level and document level
sharding was enabled.

Fig. 9. Average Insert latency for data sizes 5M and 15M for all workload
mix showing auto sharding benefit

Fig. 10. Average Read latency for data sizes 5M and 15M showing auto
sharding benefit for most workload mixes

B. Interpretation

• In the results instead of showing a throughput is to latency
graph, we show individual throughput, insert and read
latency for data sizes and workload mixes. These data
sizes and workloads represents the I/O characteristics of
video surveillance

• Throughput is operation per second, throughput and la-
tency in milliseconds.

• Results clearly show improvement through auto sharding
in MongoDB for record sizes greater than equal to 5M.
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• In Fig. 9, it is observed that for all the type of workload
mix, the sharded cluster has insert latency lesser com-
pared to the single replicated MongoDB setup. In insert
heavy applications like video surveillance this is helpful
as the decrease in insert latency holds for larger data sizes.

• For Fig. 10, the read latency also showed improvements
with a three node auto sharded cluster, over a 3 node
replicated server. However, out of many runs the read
latency for 95% write and 5% read did not perform better
in a sharded setup. The reason for this can be the very
limited number of read operations (only 5%) does not do
good averaging like 95% writes.

• Fig. 11 shows the increase of throughput with a sharded
cluster and this is expected as the MongoDB routers can
route insert and/or read requests to different storage nodes
bringing in parallelism.

Fig. 11. Average throughput for data sizes 5M and 15M showing auto
sharding benefit for all workload mixes

Fig. 12. Media Average throughput for data size 60M showing auto sharding
benefit for all workload mixes

• This is reinstated in Fig. 12, where it is observed that
for 60M data size the throughput is uniform across
different workload mixes and sharded cluster shows in-
crease in overall throughput than the replicated MongoDB
instance. Performance improvement for insert and read of
hourly-recorded video surveillance clips is shown in Fig.
13 and Fig. 14 respectively.

• Benchmarking sessions with the metadata sized loads
(500 Bytes and 5Kilobytes) yielded widely varying re-
sults in terms of insert, read latency and throughput
in each run. Mostly it showed that the auto sharding
enablement reduces performance for such sizes when
YCSB was allowed to run with maximized throughput.
This is shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. Thus we
concluded that for small sized record storage like meta-
data, the elastic scale-out might not be available, however

Fig. 13. Average Insert latency for data size 60M showing auto sharding
benefit for all workload mixes

Fig. 14. Average Read latency for data size 60M showing auto sharding
benefit for most workload mixes
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capacity increment is possible by transparently adding
nodes unlike PostGIS, used in the original SOS. Another
reason can be the data balancing and routing overheads in
auto sharded MongoDB degrades performance for small
sized data.

• For Object Store performance benchmark we use the fol-
lowing abbreviations: RL: read latency, IL: insert latency,
T: throughput, M: Megabytes, K: Kilobytes, workload
mix convention is write-read i.e. 95-5 is 95% write and
5% read and number of nodes given in first bracket after
workload i.e. 95-5 (5) denotes the setup using 5 nodes
Fig. 18, Fig. 19.

Fig. 15. 0.5K and 5K data showing widely varying insert latency in different
runs showing no effect of auto-sharding

Fig. 16. 0.5K and 5K data showing widely varying read latency in different
runs showing no effect of auto-sharding

Fig. 17. 0.5K and 5K data showing widely varying throughput (ops/sec) in
different runs showing no effect of auto-sharding

Fig. 18. Objectstore latency improvement with 60M and 120M record size,
95% write and 5% read

Fig. 19. Objectstore latency improvement with 60M and 120M record size,
95% write and 5% read
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• Swift Object Store shows very good horizontal scaling but
in comparison the performance is bit less as it accepts file
objects which were created from test data inside YCSB
database binding.

C. Limitations

• There are certain ways the data stores could have been
configured to run optimally, which we did not apply.

• We were unable to measure changes in throughput latency
as nodes were seamlessly added to clusters, thus we had
to do separate tests for 1-node, 3-node setup.

• For verifying of elastic scale-out we should have checked
that an increase in insert/read throughput, the latency
remains constant as we increase the cluster size adding
more EC2 instances. Here we tested for discrete cluster
sizes and observed performance enhancement.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have taken a safe city use case for a smart
city and sample application as multimedia surveillance. The
focus was to leverage the open source SOS framework and
cloud based distributed data stores for handling the huge data
generated by video cameras. Cloud based data stores brings in
inherent reliability, scalability and cost effectiveness as those
scale horizontally running on cheap commodity hardware in
a distributed configuration. We studied the video surveillance
application’s workload patterns and used that to find suitable
data stores through benchmarking. Similar approach can be
extended for other sensor based applications in a smart city
purview. A more formal analysis of the workload and access
patterns of different sensor based applications in a smart city
and a more exhaustive, precise benchmarking of combination
of cloud based data stores would provide useful insights
for data management in smart cities and help avoid several
deployment issues.
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